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Molecular scale precursor of the liquid–liquid phase transition of water
Eli Shiratani and Masaki Sasai
Graduate School of Human Informatics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

~Received 2 September 1997; accepted 21 November 1997!

Spatiotemporal fluctuations of the local structure in liquid water are studied with the
molecular-dynamics simulation. At temperatures around and above the melting point, each molecule
alternately goes through the structured period and the destructured period. Lifetime of each period
spreads from several hundred fs to 10 ps at 0 °C at 1 atm. The order parameter to describe this
structural switching fluctuations is derived by carefully filtering out the fast oscillating components
from the simulation data. By analyzing the neutron-weighted pair correlation function, we find that
the clusters of the structured molecules and the clusters of the destructured molecules are similar to
the clusters of low-density amorphous~LDA ! ice and the clusters of high-density amorphous~HDA!
ice, respectively. Simulated liquid water is, therefore, a composite of the LDA-like clusters and the
HDA-like clusters even at temperatures well above the melting point. The large amplitude structural
fluctuation of water at around and above the melting temperature should be regarded as the
molecular-scale precursor of the possible liquid–liquid phase transition in the supercooled region.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51408-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A most striking feature of liquid water is that fluctua
tions in entropy and density become anomalously large w
liquid water is supercooled below the melting temperatu1

The origin and mechanism of this anomaly, however, h
not yet been elucidated.2,3 Mishima et al.4,5 showed that
there exists the first-order transition between high-den
amorphous~HDA! ice and low-density amorphous~LDA !
ice. As shown in Fig. 1, it is natural to assume that t
experimentally observed transition lines between HDA-
and LDA-ice can be extrapolated to the transition lines
tween high-density liquid~HDL! and low-density liquid
~LDL !. Then, it should be plausible to consider that this h
pothetical HDL–LDL transition is responsible for th
anomalously large thermodynamic fluctuations.6–10 Recent
molecular-dynamics~MD! simulations suggested that th
HDL–LDL transition lines are terminated by the critic
point located in the supercooled region7–9 or in the negative-
pressure region.10 The large fluctuation around the critica
point might be the origin of the thermodynamic anomaly
supercooled liquid water.7–10

If this hypothetical critical point of the HDL–LDL tran-
sition exists, then in the higher temperature region than
critical point, the fluctuations should be observed as gro
and collapse of ‘‘droplets’’ or ‘‘micro-domains’’ of two dif-
ferent liquid states. In other words, the fluctuations should
described in terms of the clusters of the HDA-like molecu
or the clusters of the LDA-like molecules. Indeed, there
evidences that liquid water is a mixture of two differe
states of molecules over the wide range of temperature.11–15

For example, isosbestic points were observed by superpo
Raman spectra of different temperatures both in the low
quency intermolecule-vibration band11 and in the high fre-
quency intramolecule-vibration band.12 Existence of the isos
bestic points suggests that the Raman spectrum i
3260021-9606/98/108(8)/3264/13/$15.00
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superposition of signals from two different states.12 The
Voronoi analysis of the MD data suggested that there are
different states of molecules with different geometrical
rangement of neighboring molecules.13 The MD simulation
of the hydrogen-bond network revealed that the molecu
with four hydrogen bonds distribute inhomogeneously
space and form the clusters of the four-bond
molecules.14,15 Thus, it is important to understand the rel
tion between the possible liquid–liquid transition in the s
percooled region and the MD and experimental evidences
the spatially inhomogeneous fluctuations in the higher te
perature region. The characteristic of the molecular-sc
fluctuations over the wide temperature region needs to
understood so as to reveal the consistent view of the ma
scopic anomaly of supercooled water.

In order to examine whether the characteristic of t
fluctuations is described in terms of the clusters of two d
ferent liquid states, it is important to find a suitable ord
parameter which can distinguish the difference in the lo
structure of liquid water. Therefore, it is a key issue to defi
the order parameter by extracting the slow and fundame
change of the structural pattern from the rapidly oscillati
noisy data of the MD simulation.

Since the radial distribution is most fundamental info
mation of the liquid state, the radial distribution functio
around the individual molecules should be a useful probe
study the spatiotemporal variation of the local structure.
using the MD simulation with the TIP4P potential,16 Shira-
tani and Sasai17 examined the temporal variation of the radi
distribution function around the arbitrarily chosen cent
molecule and showed that each molecule alternately w
through two different periods; the structured period duri
which the local hydrogen-bond structure is more develop
than the average, and the destructured period during w
the local hydrogen-bond structure is less developed. The
time of these periods spreads from several hundred
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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(1 fs510215 s) to a few ps (1 ps510212 s) at 25 °C at 1 atm.
In order to quantify this structural fluctuation, a new inde
local structure index~LSI! was introduced.17 LSI is a second
moment of the radial distribution function, which efficient
characterizes the shape of the function. In the destructu
period, LSI of the water molecule is kept small and su
molecule was termed the destructured molecule. In the st
tured period, on the other hand, LSI of the molecule is r
idly oscillating with large amplitude. Such molecule w
termed the structured molecule.

Shiratani and Sasai showed that the structured molec
tend to be close to each other to form clusters.17 However,
the originally defined LSI in Ref. 17 was a rapidly oscillatin
function of time due to the fast librational and translation
motions of molecules. Owing to these oscillations, the d
nition of the cluster was rather obscured. It was not conc
sive, therefore, whether there was a significant tendency
clusters of the structured molecules were formed. In
present paper, the fast oscillating components of LSI
carefully filtered out with a new technique of coarse-grain
and the coarse-grained LSI~C-LSI! is used as an order pa
rameter to describe the local structural fluctuation. Structu
and destructured molecules are re-defined in terms of C-
Through the examination of the neutron-weighted pair c
relation function,h(r ), it is shown that the structured mo
ecule is LDA-like and the destructured molecule is HD
like. There are clear tendencies of the LDA-like clusters a
the HDA-like clusters to be formed, so that the fluctuatio
of liquid water above the melting temperature are descri

FIG. 1. Schematic phase diagram of water. The thin real lines are the
melting from ices to liquid, the line of transition from HDA-ice to LDA-ice
the line of transition from LDA-ice to HDA-ice, and the line of coexisten
of HDA-ice and LDA-ice. The location of the line of coexistence of HDA
ice and LDA-ice was suggested by Whalleyet al. ~Ref. 26!. The thick lines
are crystallization from HDA-ice or from LDA-ice. White circles are th
experimental data of transition induced by changing pressure, and w
arrows are the experimental data of transition induced by changing tem
ture: These data were taken from Ref. 5. The dashed lines are the tran
lines between HDL and LDL obtained by extrapolating the transition lin
between HDA-ice and LDA-ice.C8 is the hypothetical critical point of the
liquid–liquid transition, whose position was suggested to be in the su
cooled region~Refs. 7 and 8! or in the negative-pressure region~Ref. 10!.
Liquid water around the melting temperature could have the large fluc
tions associated with the possible HDL–LDL transition.
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by the growth and collapse of the LDA-like clusters and t
HDA-like clusters.

It should be also interesting to examine the relation
tween LSI and other local physical quantities, such as
potential energy, the local number of surrounding molecu
the local number of hydrogen bonds, and the local numbe
rings in the hydrogen-bond network. Through compariso
with these local indices, the physical meaning of LSI is cla
fied.

The present paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
MD simulations are explained. In Sec. III LSI and C-LSI a
discussed. By using C-LSI, it is shown that the structu
molecule is LDA-like and the destructured molecule
HDA-like. In Sec. IV the clusters of LDA-like molecules an
the clusters of HDA-like molecules are discussed. In Sec
LSI is compared with other local quantities. The last sect
is devoted to summary and discussion. The definition of
LSI is given in the Appendix.

II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

MD simulations were performed under the conditio
of constant volume and constant energy. Both the co
pressed system under the high pressure and the syste
the ambient pressure were examined. In the compres
system, density was fixed at 1.1 g/cm3 and temperature
was varied as221 °C, 4 °C, 27 °C, and 72 °C. In the sys
tem at the ambient pressure, density was calibrated in
same way as in Ref. 17 to be the experimental value a
atm;210 °C (0.998 25 g/cm3), 0 °C (0.999 84 g/cm3), 7 °C
(0.999 90 g/cm3), 25 °C (0.997 074 g/cm3), and 72 °C
(0.976 62 g/cm3). The effect of this density tuning is not s
significant and the results should be almost the same as in
system with the constant density at around 0.998 g/cm3. 216
water molecules are confined in a cubic box with the pe
odic boundary condition. TIP4P potential was used and
long-range interactions were cutoff at the half of the b
length. The simulation time step was chosen to be 0.4 fs.
length of the equilibration was set to 22 500 steps in
system at the ambient pressure, and 125 000 steps in
compressed system. After the equilibration, configuration
every 10 fs were sampled to calculate the statistical data.
averages were taken over the trajectory for 100 ps in
ambient pressure system and for 50 ps in the compre
system.

III. ORDER PARAMETER OF THE STRUCTURAL
FLUCTUATION

The local oxygen–oxygen radial distribution functio
gO–O(r ;m,t) around the moleculem at time t is defined as

gO–O~r ;m,t !5
Dn~r ;m,t !

4prr 2Dr
, ~1!

wherer is the average density,r5N/V, r is distance from
moleculem, Dr is the range of distance for samplingDr
50.05 Å, andDn(r ;m,t) is the number of molecules whos
O–O distance from the moleculem is in the range between
r 2Dr /2 and r 1Dr /2. Figure 2~a! illustrates the tempora
variation ofgO–O(r ;m,t) around the arbitrarily chosen mo
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ecule m with the gray-scaled tones. The most remarka
feature of Fig. 2~a! is that there are relatively white region
ranging from r 53.2 Å to r 53.8 Å for the period fromt
51 to 2.5 ps, fromt57 to 11 ps, and fromt513 to 18 ps.
In theses periods, the tetrahedral structure is locally de
oped around the centered molecule and the molecules w
disturb the local structure have small chance to interv
betweenr 53.2 Å andr 53.8 Å. Thus, we call these period
the structured periods. For the period fromt50 to 1 ps, from
t52.5 to 7 ps, fromt511 to 13 ps, and fromt518 to 20 ps,
on the other hand, the region betweenr 53.2 Å and r
53.8 Å is occupied by many lines of moving molecule
During these periods, the open tetrahedral structure is
developed. We call these periods the destructured peri
The centered molecule alternately goes through structu
and destructured periods. Distribution of lifetime of the
periods hierarchically spreads from several hundred fs
few ten ps at 0 °C at 1 atm.

In order to quantify this structural switching phenom
enon, we define the local structure index~LSI!. The oxygen–
oxygen distance between thei th molecule and the centere
molecule is written asr i and molecules are numbered
order of distance from the center molecule;r 1,r 2,•••,r i

,r i 11,•••,r n(m,t),r n(m,t)11 . n(m,t) is chosen so tha

FIG. 2. Temporal variation of the local structure around the arbitrarily c
sen moleculem at T525 °C under the ambient pressure.~a! The temporal
variation of the local radial distribution functiongo–o(r ;m,t) is shown with
the gray-scaled tones. The larger the value ofgo–o(r ;m,t), the darker the
tone is. The temporal variation of~b! the local structure indexI (m,t), and
~c! the coarse-grained local structure indexA(m,t). A(m,t) is used as the
order parameter which describes the structural switching fluctuations. D
nition of A(m,t) is given in the Appendix.
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r n(m,t),3.7 Å,r n(m,t)11 . Then LSI,I (m,t), of the molecule
m at time t is

I ~m,t !5
1

n~m,t ! (
i 51

n~m,t !

@D~ i ;m,t !2D̄~m,t !#2, ~2!

where D( i ;m,t)5r i 112r i and D̄(m,t) is the average of
D( i ;m,t)

D̄~m,t !5
1

n~m,t ! (
i 51

n~m,t !

D~ i ;m,t !. ~3!

Thus,I (m,t) expresses inhomogeneity in the radial distrib
tion within the spherer ,3.723.8 Å. During the structured
period, molecules are excluded from the region 3.2 Å,r
,3.8 Å, which results in the large value ofI (m,t).

Figure 2~b! shows thatI (m,t) is indeed a good measur
to distinguish the structured and destructured periods: In
destructured periodI (m,t) mostly has the value smaller tha
0.04 Å2, and in the structured periodI (m,t) is strongly os-
cillating and often surpasses 0.04 Å2. The rapidly oscillating
component of LSI is, however, due to the thermal libration
and translational vibrations. These vibrations are motio
within the fixed hydrogen-bond network structure or at m
motions with the small change of the hydrogen-bonding p
tern: The rapidly oscillating component of LSI is not direct
relevant to the structural switching phenomenon associa
with the large-scale network rearrangement. Therefore,
rather inconvenient to useI (m,t) for the statistical analysis
We may be able to define the time duration ofI (m,t)
.0.04 Å2, for example, as the structured instance. Su
structured instance does not last long due to the oscilla
and its lifetime is typically a few hundred fs, much short
than the lifetime of the structured period. The LSI oscillati
of the neighbor molecule is often out of phase, so that
spatial correlation of the structured molecules is undere
mated with such definition of the structured state. The sim
and naive way to erase the rapid oscillation ofI (m,t) is to
averageI (m,t) over the time duration of some width. Wit
such averaging, however, information of the fast structu
changing is thrown out. To prevent such information loss
more elaborated method based on the physical ingredien
LSI is needed.

We developed a new method of coarse-graining ba
on the maximum likelihood estimation.18 Detailed explana-
tion of this coarse-graining technique is given in the Appe
dix. The newly defined index is termed the coarse-grain
LSI ~C-LSI!, A(m,t), of the moleculem at time t. In Fig. 2
A(m,t) is compared withgO–O(r ;m,t) andI (m,t). The fluc-
tuation of the local structure can be described as a switch
motion between the structured state ofA(m,t)'1 and the
destructured state ofA(m,t)'0. Thus, A(m,t) should be
used as the order parameter of the structural fluctuation.

Armed with this new definition of the order paramete
we can discuss many aspects of the structural fluctuatio
was shown7,19 that the neutron-weighted pair correlatio
function h(r ) is calculated from the oxygen–oxygen
oxygen–hydrogen, and hydrogen–hydrogen radial distri
tion functions as

-

fi-
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h~r !54prr ~0.092gO–O~r !10.422gO–H~r !

10.486gH–H~r !21!. ~4!

We extend this definition to the local pair correlation fun
tion h(r ;m,t) around the moleculem at time t

h~r ;m,t !54prr ~0.092gO–O~r ;m,t !10.422gO–H~r ;m,t !

10.486gH–H~r ;m,t !21!, ~5!

wheregO–O(r ;m,t) is defined by Eq.~1! and gO–H(r ;m,t)
and gH–II(r ;m,t) are defined in the same way for th
oxygen–hydrogen and hydrogen–hydrogen radial distri
tion. Then,h(r ;m,t) is averaged separately depending on
state of the central moleculem. Here we defineu(m,t) to
distinguish whether the moleculem at time t is destructured
or structured

u~m,t !5 H1 for A~m,t !.Athreshold

0 for A~m,t !<Athreshold
. ~6!

Here, we useAthreshold50.5. The motivation of this choice
comes from that the distribution functions of lifetime of th
structured and destructured periods have the smoothest
tional forms with this choice ofAthreshold~data not shown!. It
should be noted, however, that the quantitative results
pend sensitively on the value ofAthreshold. When depen-
dences of the results onAthresholdwould be crucial, one has to
go back to the original definition of the order parame
A(m,t).

h(r ;m,t) averaged over the structured molecules is
noted byhs(r )

hs~r !5K 1

Ns
(
m

h~r ;m,t !u~m,t !L , ~7!

whereNs is the number of the structured molecules withu
51 in the whole system at timet and ^•••& is the average
over the MD trajectory.h(r ;m,t) averaged over the destruc
tured molecules is denoted byhd(r )

hd~r !5K 1

Nd
(
m

h~r ;m,t !~12u~m,t !! L , ~8!

whereNd is the number of the destructured molecules w
u50, Ns1Nd5N5216. In Fig. 3hs(r ) andhd(r ) thus ob-
tained are compared with the experimental data ofh(r ) in
LDA-ice andh(r ) in HDA-ice.20 As schematically shown in
Fig. 4, the similarity betweenhs(r ) andh(r ) in LDA-ice and
the similarity betweenhd(r ) andh(r ) in HDA-ice are con-
sistent with the picture that liquid water consists of the cl
ters of the LDA-like molecules and the clusters of the HD
like molecules even at temperature well above the mel
point.

In this section the order parameter of the structure fl
tuation A(m,t) was introduced, which can effectively de
scribe the structural switching phenomenon of the hydrog
bond network. By using this order parameter, it was sho
that the fluctuations in liquid water at temperature above
melting point should be related to the HDA–LDA transitio
in a fundamental way. In the next section this relation
-
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more precisely discussed by examining the clusters of
LDA-like molecules and the clusters of the HDA-like mo
ecules.

IV. LDA-LIKE CLUSTERS AND HDA-LIKE CLUSTERS

In Ref. 17 it was shown that the structured molecu
tended to be close to each other to form clusters. In Ref.
however, the clusters were defined by the fast oscillat

FIG. 3. The neutron-weighted pair correlation function averaged around
structured moleculehs(r ) ~real line! and the neutron-weighted pair correla
tion function averaged around the destructured moleculehd(r ) ~dotted line!,
which are obtained from the MD data atT525 °C under the ambient pres
sure. Inset is the experimentally observed neutron-weighted pair correla
functionsh(r ) in LDA-ice ~real line! and h(r ) in HDA-ice ~dotted line!,
which are taken from Ref. 20.

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the idea that liquid water is a compo
of the LDA-like regions~white regions! and the HDA-like regions~hatched
regions!. Data shown in Fig. 3 are consistent with the picture thaths(r ) is
the pair correlation function obtained by looking around from the molec
in the white area andhd(r ) is the pair correlation function obtained b
looking around from the molecule in the hatched area.
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FIG. 5. Snapshots of the MD simulation. The oxygen nuclei of the destructured moleculesA(m,t)<0.5 are shown with filled circles and the oxygen nuc
of the structured moleculesA(m,t).0.5 are shown with white circles.~a! T5210 °C under the ambient pressure,~b! T572 °C under the ambient pressur
~c! T5221 °C in the compressed system, and~d! T572 °C in the compressed system.
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function I (m,t), so that the tendency to form clusters w
obscured by the large configuration-to-configuration fluct
tions. In this section the clusters of the structured and
structured molecules are examined in detail in terms of
new order parameterA(m,t) and clear evidences for the co
relations to form clusters are shown.

Figures 5~a!–5~d! are snapshots of the MD simulation
Figures 5~a! and 5~b! represent the configurations of mo
ecules at the ambient pressure showing that there exist
region where the structured molecules populate more den
than in other regions. The number of the structured m
ecules increases as temperature is lowered and the size o
region which is populated densely by the structured m
ecules increases. Figures 5~c! and 5~d! represent the configu
rations of molecules in the compressed system. At high t
perature of Fig. 5~d! there are small number of the structur
molecules scattered in the bulk of the destructured m
ecules. At the lower temperature of Fig. 5~c!, however, there
seems to be a tendency that the structured molecules
the cluster.

These impressions received from the MD snapshots
confirmed by examining the correlation between the str
-
e-
e

the
ly

l-
the
l-

-

l-

rm
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tured or destructured molecules. The radial correlation fu
tion between the structured molecules is

gs~r !5K 1

4pr 2Drrs

1

Ns
(
a

(
b

u~a,t !

3u~b,t !D~r 2r ab!L , ~9!

whereD(r 2r ab)51 when the oxygen–oxygen distance b
tween the moleculesa and b is within the ranger 2Dr /2
<r ab,r 1Dr /2 andD(r 2r ab)50 otherwise, andrs is the
density of the structured molecules,rs5Ns /V. In the same
way, the radial correlation function between the destructu
molecules is

gd~r !5K 1

4pr 2Drrd

1

Nd
(
a

(
b

~12u~a,t !!

3~12u~b,t !!D~r 2r ab!L , ~10!

where rd is the density of the structured molecules,rd

5Nd /V.
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In Fig. 6 gs(r ) and gd(r ) are shown by normalizing
them with the radial distribution functiongO–O(r ). As shown
in Fig. 6~a!, gs(r )/gO–O(r ) is much larger than one forr
,3.3 Å. gs(r )@gO–O(r ) implies that there is a strong ten
dency of clusters to be formed.gs(r )/gO–O(r ) has oscillating
feature forr ,7 Å, which suggests that the structural orde
ing and the size distribution of clusters extend to the fa
large length scale. The correlation of the structured m
ecules are weakened as temperature is lowered. This be
ior is natural becauseNs /N should tend to be one, so tha
gs(r ) has to resemble togO–O(r ) in the low enough tempera
ture.

As shown in Fig. 6~b!, gd(r )/gO–O(r )'1 for r ,3.3 Å
and gd(r )/gO–O(r )@1 for 3.3 Å,r ,4 Å. The correlation
between the destructured molecules is largest at some
separate distance but the tendency of cluster forming is
dent: Figure 6~b! can be explained by assuming the existen
of the clusters of the destructured molecules, where e
molecule has 2 or 3 destructured neighbors forr ,3.3 Å and
3 or 4 other destructured neighbors at 3.3 Å,r ,4 Å.

Temperature dependence of the cluster forming tende
is examined by counting the cluster size distribution. W
define that the moleculea and the moleculeb belong to the
same cluster of the structured molecules when the oxyg
oxygen distance betweena andb is small, r ab<3.3 Å and
u(a,t)51 andu(b,t)51. In the same way we define tha
the moleculesa and b belong to the same cluster of th
destructured molecules whenr ab<3.3 Å, u(a,t)50, and
u(b,t)50. The probabilityP(ms) that the arbitrarily chosen
structured molecule belongs to the cluster of sizems and the
probability P(md) that the arbitrarily chosen destructure
molecule belongs to the cluster of sizemd are

FIG. 6. ~a! The radial correlation function between the structured molecu
gs(r ) and ~b! the radial correlation function between the destructured m
eculesgd(r ) are shown by normalizing them with the radial distributio
functiongo–o(r ). Calculated from the MD data under the ambient pressu
-
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P~ms!5^msN~ms ,t !/Ns&

and

P~md!5^mdN~md ,t !/Nd&, ~11!

respectively. HereN(ms ,t) is the number of the cluster
of the structured molecules with sizems at time t, N(md ,t)
is the number of the clusters of the destructured mo
cules with sizemd at timet, andNs5(ms51

N msN(ms ,t) and

Nd5(md51
N mdN(md ,t). Above the melting temperatureNd

.Ns , so that the system as a whole is dominated by the
structured molecules.

P(ms) andP(md) under the ambient pressure are sho
in Fig. 7~a! and in Fig. 7~b!. For all the temperatures exam
ined, the system is occupied by a large cluster of the dest
tured molecules with the sizemd.100'N/2. For the tem-
peraturesT,25 °C, however, there appears a large clus
of the structured molecules with the sizems,100'N/2. In
other words, the system is percolated by the structured m
ecules forT,25 °C, though the system is dominated by t
destructured molecules forT.210 °C. Here, too much em
phasis should not be laid on the temperature that the st
tured molecules begin to percolate through the system:
size of the clusters of the structured molecules depend on
thresholdAthreshold used to define the cluster. If the sever
criterion Athreshold'1 is used to define the structured mo
ecules, the cluster size becomes smaller and the temper
of the percolation is lower than210 °C. In the supercooled

s
-

.

FIG. 7. The probabilityP(ms) that the arbitrarily chosen structured mo
ecule belongs to the cluster of sizems and the probabilityP(md) that the
arbitrarily chosen destructured molecule belongs to the cluster of sizemd are
shown at various temperatures.~a! P(ms) and~b! P(md) under the ambient
pressure at210 °C ~real line!, 7 °C ~dotted line!, 25 °C~short dashed line!,
and 72 °C~long dashed line!. ~c! P(ms) and ~d! P(md) in the compressed
system at221 °C ~real line!, 4 °C ~dotted line!, 27 °C ~short dashed line!,
and 72 °C~long dashed line!.
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region below T'210 °C, clusters of moleculesA(m,t)
<0.5 and clusters of moleculesA(m,t).0.5 have almost the
same distribution, which implies that the structural fluctu
tions become so large that the system is not decided whe
it should be destructured or structured as a whole.

In the compressed system, as shown in Figs. 7~c! and
7~d!, the destructured molecules are predominant in the
tem. The clusters of the structured molecules do not pe
late through the system at all the temperatures exami
Thus in the compressed system, fluctuations associated
growth and collapse of the clusters should be much sma
than in the ambient pressure system.

In Figs. 8 and 9P(ms) and P(md) under the ambien
pressure are shown with the log–log scale. Also shown
the distribution functionsPuncorr(ms) and Puncorr(md) of the
sizems andmd of the clusters of the uncorrelated molecul
which are calculated under the virtual situation that ea
molecule is either in the structured or destructured state w
the probabilityNs /N or Nd /N independently of other mol
ecules. Figure 8 shows thatP(ms),Puncorr(ms) for smallms

andP(ms).Puncorr(ms) for largems for all the temperatures
examined. These data imply that the structured molecule
the MD results have a clear tendency to be close to e
other comparing to the case that the same number of
structured molecules are randomly distributed in the sys
without correlation.

As shown in Fig. 9, difference betweenP(md) and
Puncorr(md) is much smaller than difference betweenP(ms)
andPuncorr(ms). Correlations among destructured molecu
become significant only in the supercooled region at aro

FIG. 8. The probabilityP(ms) that the arbitrarily chosen structured mo
ecule belongs to the cluster of sizems , obtained from the MD data unde
the ambient pressure is compared with the probabilityPuncorr(ms) calculated
under the virtual situation that each molecule is randomly assigned to b
the structured state with the probabilityNs /N, P(ms) is shown with filled
circles andPuncorr(ms) with white circles.~a! 210 °C, ~b! 7 °C, ~c! 25 °C,
and ~d! 72 °C.
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210 °C. It should be interesting to examine whether t
correlation among the destructured molecules grows larg
the same extent as the correlation among the structured
ecules at the low enough temperature.

The structured molecules have a tendency to form c
ters and the residual regions of the system should be
garded as the clusters of the destructured molecules. C
paring these results with the results shown in Fig. 3, it
reasonable to identify the clusters of the structured molec
and the clusters of the destructured molecules defined he
the LDA-like clusters and the HDA-like clusters, respe
tively. Liquid water above the melting temperature is HDA
like as a whole but the motions of the LDA-like cluste
embedded within it should decisively affect the characteris
of the fluctuations.

Under the ambient pressure, by lowering temperatu
the representative size of the LDA-like clusters beco
larger and the molecules in the HDA-like clusters begin
spatially correlate to each other. By extrapolating this te
dency to the lower temperature region, it is plausible to
pect that the statistical properties of the LDA-like cluste
and the HDA-like clusters become similar to each other. T
fluctuations between the two molecular states should be l
est in such circumstance, which can be regarded as a
that the observed system is in the vicinity of the critic
point. Existence of the LDA-like clusters and the HDA-lik
clusters at the temperature above the melting point is con
tent with the hypothesis of the HDL–LDL transition. Thus,
is possible to regard the large fluctuation above the mel
temperature as the molecular-scale precursor of the liqu

in

FIG. 9. The probabilityP(md) that the arbitrarily chosen destructured mo
ecule belongs to the cluster of sizemd , obtained from the MD data unde
the ambient pressure is compared with the probabilityPuncorr(md) calculated
under the virtual situation that each molecule is randomly assigned to b
the destructured state with the probabilityNd /N. P(md) is shown with filled
circles andPuncorr(md) with white circles.~a! 210 °C, ~b! 7 °C, ~c! 25 °C,
and ~d! 72 °C.
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liquid phase transition. Further systematic investigation
the lower temperature region should provide insight into
nature and structure of the thermodynamic anomaly of liq
water.

V. LSI AND OTHER LOCAL INDICES

Since LSI is defined by the local radial distribution
molecules, it is necessary to examine the correlation betw
LSI and the local angular distribution of molecules. Taking
pair of molecules,a and b for example, whose oxygen–
oxygen distances arer<3.5 Å from the centered moleculem
at timet, the anglew is defined by connecting oxygen nucl
by the line asa-m-b. As shown in Fig. 10, the distribution
function of cosw is separately sampled depending
whether the central molecule is structuredu(m,t)51 or de-
structuredu(m,t)50.

For the destructured case, the distribution funct
P(cosw) has a broad peak atw'95° and the sharp peak a
w'54°. The sharp peak atw'54° is the characteristic fea
ture of the five coordinated molecules.21 For the structured
case, on the other hand,P(cosw) has a peak atw'105°,
which is the feature of the tetrahedral ordering of the nei
bor molecules. Also shown in Fig. 10 areP(cosw) for the
case that the central moleculem has four hydrogen bond
and P(cosw) for the case that the number of the hydrog
bonds of the central molecule is other than four. Similar
between P(cosw) for the four-bonded molecule an
P(cosw) for the structured molecule is consistent with t
picture that the structured molecule has a tetrahedral orde
around it. The structured molecule, therefore, is expecte
have the lower potential energy due to the energy stabil
tion by the tetrahedral hydrogen-bond forming. The destr
tured molecule, on the other hand, is expected to have
higher potential energy and should have the larger local d

FIG. 10. The angular distribution functionsP(cosw) around the structured
molecules and around the destructured molecules are compared wit
angular distribution functions around the four-bonded molecules~dashed
line! and around the molecules whose number of the hydrogen bond
other than four~dotted line!. T525 °C under the ambient pressure.
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sity of neighbor molecules owing to the tendency to be fi
or more coordinated. It should be important, then, to exa
ine how well the variation of LSI coincides with the varia
tion of other local quantities such as the potential energy,
local density of molecules and the local number of hydrog
bonds. It is also interesting to see the relation between
and the index of the intermediate length scale such as
number of rings in the hydrogen bond network.

We defineV(m,t) as the potential energy of the mo
eculem at timet, N(m,t) as the number of molecules whos
oxygen–oxygen distance isr<3.5 Å from the centered mol-
ecule m at time t, NHB(m,t) as the number of hydroge
bonds of the moleculem at time t, andNr(m,t) as the num-
ber of rings in the hydrogen bond network, where the m
eculem is involved in the rings as a constituent at timet.
Here the hydrogen bond is defined as the relation betw
two molecules whose interaction energy averaged over
fs is less than215 kJ/mol. We also defineV̄(m,t) and
N̄(m,t) as the average ofV(m,t) andN(m,t) over 600 fs.

In Fig. 11,V(m,t), N(m,t), andNr(m,t) are compared
with gO–O(r ;m,t). From gO–O(r ;m,t), we can see tha
roughly speaking the moleculem is in the structured period
from t51 – 2.5 ps, from t57 – 11 ps, and from t
513– 18 ps. Indeed,V(m,t) is low from t51 – 2.5 ps and
from t57 – 11 ps, but is high fromt513– 18 ps.V(m,t) is

the

is

FIG. 11. ~a! Temporal variation of the local radial distribution functio
go–o(r ;m,t) is compared with the temporal variation of~b! the potential
energyV(m,t), ~c! the local number of the neighboring moleculesN(m,t),
and ~d! the local number of rings in the hydrogen-bond networkNr(m,t).
Temporal variation ofgO–O(r ,m,t) is the same as Fig. 2~a!.
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low, on the other hand, during the destructured period fr
t518– 20 ps. Thus, there is only an imperfect corresp
dence between the potential energy and the structural sw
ing phenomenon observed withgO–O(r ;m,t). Same is true
for N(m,t), andNr(m,t).

The correlation between LSI andV(m,t), N(m,t),
NHB(m,t), or Nr(m,t) is graphically depicted in Figs. 12–1
by defining the two body distribution functions

P~ I ,X!5^p~ I ,X,t !& and P~A,Y!5^p~A,Y,t !&, ~12!

wherep(I ,X,t) is the fraction of molecules which have th
LSI valueI and the other local indexX at the same timet. X
is V(m,t), N(m,t), NHB(m,t), or Nr(m,t). p(A,Y,t) is the
fraction of molecules whose C-LSI value isA and the value
of the other local index isY at timet. Y is V̄(m,t), N̄(m,t),
NHB(m,t), or Nr(m,t).

From Figs. 12–15 negative correlation is found betwe
I (m,t) and V(m,t) and betweenI (m,t) and N(m,t) and
positive correlation is found betweenI (m,t) and NHB(m,t)
and betweenI (m,t) andNr(m,t). P(I ,X), however, appears
as a rather broad anisotropic peak, which implies that
correlations are not so much significant.

P(A,Y) shows an interesting feature: At210 °C,
P(A,Y) consists of two major peaks atA(m,t)'0 and
A(m,t)'1. Splitting of P(A,Y) into two peaks reflects the
two-state nature of the switching fluctuation, that is,A(m,t)
does not spend much time at the transient region ofA(m,t)
'0.5. At 72 °C the peak height at the structured state
comes much lower than the peak at the destructured s

FIG. 12. Contour plots of the correlationP(I ,V) between LSII (m,t) and
the potential energyV(m,t) at 210 °C and 72 °C, and the correlatio
P(A,V̄) between C-LSIA(m,t) and the potential energy averaged over 6
fs V̄(m,t) at 210 °C and 72 °C. The system is under the ambient press
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FIG. 13. Contour plots of the correlationP(I ,N) between LSII (m,t) and
the local number of the neighboring moleculesN(m,t) at 210 °C and
72 °C, and the correlationP(A,N̄) between C-LSIA(m,t) and the local
number of the neighboring molecules averaged over 600 fsN̄(m,t) at
210 °C and 72 °C.N̄(m,t) takes real value butN(m,t) takes only the
integer values. Contour plots ofP(I ,N) are drawn by interpolation. The
system is under the ambient pressure.

FIG. 14. Contour plots of the correlationP(I ,NHB) between LSII (m,t) and
the local number of hydrogen bondsNHD(m,t) at 210 °C and 72 °C, and
the correlationP(A,NHB) between C-LSIA(m,t) andNHB(m,t) at 210 °C
and 72 °C. ThoughNHB(m,t) has only the integer values, contour plots a
drawn by interpolatingP(I ,NHB). The system is under the ambient pressu
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The feature ofP(A,Y) splitting into the two peaks, howeve
is still retained, which suggests that the fluctuations have
switching-type nature even at 72 °C. For all the temperatu
examined, positions of two peaks shift from each other in
consistent direction with the positive or negative correlat
between LSI andY: The structured molecules have low
potential energy, smaller number of neighboring molecu
and are involved in the larger number of hydrogen-bo
rings than the destructured molecules. However, the am
of the shift of two peaks is not large enough to characte
the structural state of each molecule:V̄(m,t), N̄(m,t),
Nh(m,t), or Nr(m,t) is not a good measure to distinguish t
structured and destructured states in a concise way. Fo
ample, 4,N̄(m,t),6 in the destructured state and
,N̄(m,t),5 in the structured state, so that it is rather dif
cult to classify the structural state of the moleculem with 4
,N̄(m,t),5. Weak correlations of these local quantities
C-LSI are consistent with the imperfect correspondences
tween the local quantities and the structure switching p
nomenon shown in Fig. 11.

Correlations are larger in the ambient pressure sys
than in the compressed system and become stronger as
perature is lowered. This temperature-pressure depende
of correlations are quantitatively shown in Fig. 16 by usi
the mutual informationH.

H5 K ( I(X p~ I ,X,t !log
p~ I ,X,t !

p~ I ,t ! p~X,t !L , ~13!

wherep(I ,t)5(Xp(I ,X,t) andp(X,t)5( I p(I ,X,t). At the
very low temperature such as the temperature below the

FIG. 15. Contour plots of the correlationP(I ,Nr) between LSII (m,t) and
the local number of rings in the hydrogen-bond networkNr(m,t) at 210 °C
and 72 °C, and the correlationP(A,Nr) between C-LSIA(m,t) andNr(m,t)
at 210 °C and 72 °C. ThoughNr(m,t) has only the integer values, contou
plots are drawn by interpolatingP(I ,Nr) andP(A,Nr). The system is under
the ambient pressure.
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pected critical point, we could find that the other indices a
become good order parameters to distinguish the struct
state of the individual molecule.9 At higher temperatures, on
the other hand, the structural switching phenomenon
smeared out by the thermal oscillations and the distinct
between the LDA-like molecules and HDA-like molecule
tends to become small, which should result in the weak c
relations between LSI and the other indices. Analyses ba
on LSI and C-LSI, however, revealed that the switching p
nomenon between the structured and destructured states
most fundamental feature of fluctuations even at tempe
tures well above the melting point. Other local quantiti
only have weak correlations to the structure switching flu
tuation in such high temperature. Thus, LSI and C-L
should serve as the fundamental indices to investigate
fluctuations over the wide region of temperature and pr
sure.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Through the analyses of the MD data on the local rad
distribution of molecules, it was shown that each molec
alternately goes through the structured period and the
structured period. During the structured period water m
ecule has locally more ordered tetrahedral structure than
average. The order parameter of this structural switching
introduced by using a new method of coarse-graining, a
was termed C-LSI. By using this order parameter, it w
shown that the structured and destructured molecules h
spatial correlations to form the clusters of the structured m
ecules and the clusters of the destructured molecules.
analysis of the neutron-weighted pair correlation functi

FIG. 16. Temperature dependence of the correlation between LSI and
local quantities are shown in terms of the mutual information. Mutual inf
mation between LSI and the potential energy~real line!, between LSI and
the local number of neighboring molecules~dotted line!, and between LSI
and the local number of rings in the hydrogen-bond network~dashed line!
for the ambient pressure system~d! and for the compressed system~j!.
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showed that the structured molecule is LDA-like and t
destructured molecule is HDA-like, so that liquid water is
composite of the LDA-like clusters and the HDA-like clu
ters even at temperatures well above the melting point.
lowering temperature, the size of the LDA-like cluste
grows large and the spatial correlation of the HDA-like m
ecules becomes stronger. By extrapolating this tendenc
the supercooled region, it was expected that at the
enough temperature, under the ambient pressure, the co
tition between the LDA-like clusters and the HDA-like clu
ters becomes so large that the system should not settle
LDA-like or HDA-like as a whole. Further systematic anal
ses in the lower temperature region are needed to unders
whether the hypothesis of the critical point should hold tr
or not.

LSI and C-LSI were compared with the other local qua
tities such as the potential energy, the local number of ne
boring molecules, the local number of hydrogen bonds,
the local number of rings in the hydrogen-bond netwo
These quantities, however, describe the structure switc
fluctuation not so well as LSI and C-LSI can do. One of t
reasons for this imperfect correspondence is because
thermal randomization brings about the variety of differe
local molecular environment even among the LDA-like m
ecules or among the HDA-like molecules. Due to the imp
fect correspondence between the number of hydrogen b
and LSI, the four-bonded patches14,15and the LDA-like clus-
ters do not significantly overlap each other.17

An important question is whether there is a direct expe
mental means of measuring the LSI or C-LSI fluctuation.
the present study we observed that the characteristic le
and lifetime of the structure switching fluctuations distribu
from a few Å to at least 10 Å and from several hundred fs
10 ps at around the melting temperature. For such space
time scales, the dynamical structure factor,S(q,v) measured
with the quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiment migh
an important source of information. Especially, the deviat
of the scattering intensity from the one expected from
jump-diffusion model22 should be carefully analyzed. An
other possible way to measure the LSI fluctuation is to
amine the Raman spectrum. It was shown that the p
around 160 cm21 corresponds to the longitudinal vibratio
mode, the component around 40– 50 cm21 corresponds to
the transverse vibration mode, and the component aro
60– 70 cm21 is due to the bifurcated hydrogen bond.11 It
should be plausible that the longitudinal and transverse
brations localized around the structured molecules make
larger contribution to the Raman spectrum than the vib
tions around the destructured molecules do. T
60– 70 cm21 component might arise from the localized v
brations around the destructured molecules. In order to
tablish these relations between the structural switching
the Raman spectrum, more detailed analyses on the v
tional modes are necessary: The Raman intensity can be
culated from the autocorrelation function of the quadra
moment of each molecule. To calculate such quantity w
the MD simulation, however, the long range Coulomb int
action should be treated more carefully than in the pres
paper.23
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Growth and collapse of the LDA-like clusters and th
HDA-like clusters should decisively affect the nature of t
fluctuations in liquid water. Since water molecules are e
bedded in the random and percolated network of hydro
bond, each molecule does not move independently
should move collectively associated with the topological
arrangement of the hydrogen-bond network.24 Such collec-
tive motions have to manifest those features in the dynam
of the LDA-like clusters and the HDA-like clusters. The h
erarchical distribution of the size of the LDA-like cluste
shown in Fig. 8 might be the origin of the fractal nature
the energy fluctuation observed as the 1/f -noise over the
three decades of the frequency range.25

The molecular scale separation of the system into
LDA-like and HDA-like clusters over the wide temperatu
region is consistent with the picture that the LDL–HDL tra
sition is responsible for the large fluctuations. Thus the fl
tuations found in liquid water at biological temperatur
should be regarded as the molecular-scale precursor of
LDL–HDL transition in the supercooled region.

Not only the collective motions in pure water but th
hydration dynamics in water solutions should be profoun
affected by this molecular-scale fluctuation. Therefore, f
ther studies on the structure fluctuation may lead to the p
sibility that the hydration of biomolecules, for example,
described in the language of the phase transition and
critical phenomenon. Analyses of the LSI and C-LSI fluctu
tions around the solute molecules should open an avenu
the new view of the hydration mechanism.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we explain the method to erase the f
oscillation components from the MD data. First, a model
developed which can explain the distribution function
LSI. Then, the parameters of the model are tuned to fit
MD data by using the maximum likelihood estimation.18 The
coarse-grained LSI is derived from the parameters obtai
in this way.

Distributions of the value of LSI at different tempera
tures are shown in Fig.~17!. Here the distribution of LSI,
P(I ), is defined as

P~ I !DI 5
1

N
^Dn~ I ,t !&, ~A1!

whereN5216 is the total number of molecules,Dn(I ,t) is
the number of molecules whose LSI is within the rangeI
2DI /2,I (m,t),I 1DI /2, and^•••& is the average over the
MD trajectory. A notable feature of Fig. 17 is that all th
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curves cross each other at almost the single point oI
'0.03 Å2. Therefore, the MD data ofP(I ) in Fig. 17 can be
fitted by superposing two functions,Ps(I ) andPd(I )

P~ I !6nsPs~ I !1~12ns!Pd~ I !, ~A2!

FIG. 18. ~a! The distribution of LSI,P(I ), atT5230 °C under the ambien
pressure. The real line is the MD data and the dashed line is Eq.~A4!. ~b!
The functional form of the intrinsic distribution of LSI of the destructur
moleculesPd(I ), the intrinsic distribution of LSI of the moderately struc
tured moleculesPs(I ), and the intrinsic distribution of LSI of the highly
structured moleculesPhs(I ).

FIG. 17. The distribution of LSI,P(I ), at various temperatures under th
ambient pressure. Taken from Fig. 5~a! in Ref. 17. The real lines are the MD
data and the dashed lines are from Eq.~A2!.
wherens is the weight of superposition and 0,ns,1. We
found that theF-distribution function18 of the following
form can be used as a good approximate representatio
Ps(I ) or Pd(I ):

Ps~ I ! or Pd~ I !5
G~~m1n!/2!

G~m/2!G~n/2!

3amm/2nn/2
~aI !m/221

~maI 1n!~m1n/2! . ~A3!

The parametersm, n, anda were optimized so as to fit Eq
~A2! to the MD data:m59, n59, anda520 for Ps(I ) and
m58, n58, and a550 for Pd(I ). Ps(I ) and Pd(I ) thus
obtained are shown in Fig. 18~b!. A possible interpretation of
Eq. ~A2! is that the LSI distribution of the structured mo
ecules is described byPs(I ) and the LSI distribution of the
destructured molecule is described byPd(I ). Then, the dif-
ferent value ofns at different temperature should be due
the different populations of the structured and destructu
molecules. Thus,Ps(I ) is termed the intrinsic distribution
function of LSI of the structured molecules andPd(I ) is
termed the intrinsic distribution function of LSI of the de
structured molecules.17 By lowering temperature, howeve
P(I ) begins to cross at different points fromI'0.03 Å2. As
shown in Fig. 18~a!, P(I ) at the lower temperature can b
fitted again by introducing the third function,Phs(I ), the
intrinsic distribution function of the highly structured mo
ecules:

FIG. 19. Distribution of LSIPMD(I ;m,t) of the arbitrarily chosen molecule
m for the time duration betweent2300 fs andt1300 fs is fitted by the
model distributionPmodel(I ;m,t). PMD(I ;m,t) is represented by the histo
gram with the sampling widthDI 50.005 Å2 andPmodel(I ;m,t) is a smooth
real line.~a! An example that the moleculem is in the structured state and
~b! an example that the moleculem is in the destructured state.T525 °C
under the ambient pressure.
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P~ I !6nhsPhs~ I !1nsPs~ I !1~12nhs2ns!Pd~ I !, ~A4!

with 0,nhs1ns,1 and 0,nhs,1. Phs(I ) has the same
functional form as in Eq.~A3! with the parameters optimize
to bem519, n540, anda56.

Based on the interpretation that the LSI distribution
the structured molecules is described byPs(I ) and Phs(I )
and the LSI distribution of the destructured molecule is
scribed byPd(I ), we assume that the equation similar to E
~A4! can be used to describe the probabilistic behavior
each molecule during the short period. Validity of this a
sumption is supported by the results that the probability d
tribution constructed based on this idea can excellently fit
MD data. We define the probability weightnhs(m,t) that the
moleculem is highly structured at timet, and the probability
weight ns(m,t) that the moleculem is moderately structured
at time t. The model probability distribution function
Pmodel(I ;m,t) is constructed by using the samePs(I ), Pd(I ),
andPhs(I ) as in Eq.~A4!

Pmodel~ I ;m,t !5nhs~m,t !Phs~ I !1ns~m,t !Ps~ I !

1~12nhs~m,t !2ns~m,t !!Pd~ I !. ~A5!

From the MD data, the distribution functionPMD(I ;m,t) of
LSI of the moleculem during the period fromt2Dt/2 to t
1Dt/2 is given by

PMD~ I ;m,t !DI 5^Dn~ I ~m,t !,t !&Dt , ~A6!

whereDn(I (m,t),t)51 when the observed LSI value of th
moleculem is within the rangeI 2DI /2,I (m,t),I 1DI /2 at
time t, andDn(I (m,t),t)50 otherwise.̂ •••&Dt is the aver-
age over the period fromt2Dt/2 to t1Dt/2. We usedDt
5600 fs and DI 50.005 Å2. The weights nhs(m,t) and
ns(m,t) in Eq. ~A5! are determined, so thatPmodel(I ;m,t)
becomes the best model ofPMD(I ;m,t). In order to find the
best model, the likelihood functionL(nhs(m,t),ns(m,t)) is
defined by

L~nhs~m,t !,ns~m,t !!

5K (
I ~m,t !

log~Pmodel~ I ;m,t !!Dn~ I ~m,t !,t !L
Dt

. ~A7!

Then, nhs(m,t) and ns(m,t) are determined so as to max
mizeL(nhs(m,t),ns(m,t)). The optimizedPmodel(I ;m,t) can
excellently fit PMD(I ;m,t), which supports the assumption
we made to derive Eq.~A5!. Figures 19~a! and 19~b! are
examples of the fitting. Therefore,nhs(m,t) andns(m,t) ob-
tained in this way can be used as measures how the mole
is structured. We define
f

-
.
f

-
-
e

ule

A~m,t !5nhs~m,t !1ns~m,t !, ~A8!

as a new index of the local structure and callA(m,t) the
coarse-grained LSI~C-LSI!. We believe the method deve
oped here is not restricted to the LSI analysis but is a
applicable to other problems in the liquid state.
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